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ABSTRACT 
ENERGY EFFICIENT DATA-INTENSIVE 
COMPUTING WITH MAPREDUCE 
 
 
Thomas S. Wirtz 
 
Marquette University, 2013 
 
 
Power and energy consumption are critical constraints in data center design and 
operation. In data centers, MapReduce data-intensive applications demand significant resources 
and energy. Recognizing the importance and urgency of optimizing energy usage of MapReduce 
applications, this work aims to provide instrumental tools to measure and evaluate MapReduce 
energy efficiency and techniques to conserve energy without impacting performance. 
 
  Energy conservation for data-intensive computing requires enabling technology to 
provide detailed and systemic energy information and to identify in the underlying system 
hardware and software. To address this need, we present eTune, a fine-grained, scalable energy 
profiling framework for data-intensive computing on large-scale distributed systems. eTune 
leverages performance monitoring counters (PMCs) on modern computer components and 
statistically builds power-performance correlation models. Using learned models, eTune 
augments direct measurement with a software-based power estimator that runs on compute nodes 
and reports power at multiple levels including node, core, memory, and disks with high accuracy. 
 
  Data-intensive computing differs from traditional high performance computing as most 
execution time is spent in moving data between storage devices, nodes, and components. Since 
data movements are potential performance and energy bottlenecks, we propose an analysis 
framework with methods and metrics for evaluating and characterizing costly built-in 
MapReduce data movements. The revealed data movement energy characteristics can be 
exploited in system design and resource allocation to improve data-intensive computing energy 
efficiency. 
 
   Finally, we present an optimization technique that targets inefficient built-in MapReduce 
data movements to conserve energy without impacting performance. The optimization technique 
allocates the optimal number of compute nodes to applications and dynamically schedules 
processor frequency during its execution based on data movement characteristics. Experimental 
results show significant energy savings, though improvements depend on both workload 
characteristics and policies of resource and dynamic voltage and frequency scheduling. 
 
   As data volume doubles every two years and more data centers are put into production, 
energy consumption is expected to grow further. We expect these studies provide direction and 
insight in building more energy efficient data-intensive systems and applications, and the tools 
and techniques are adopted by other researchers for their energy efficient studies.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Problem Statement 
 
 
Today, data centers and servers consume enormous amounts of energy, i.e., 300 billion 
kWh worldwide, which accounts for 2% of total electricity use [32]. As data volume more than 
doubles every two years [15] and more data centers are built, energy consumed by data centers is 
expected to increase [18]. Nevertheless, most of the energy is inefficiently used in data centers. A 
significant portion of energy is consumed just to keep servers ready or move data around without 
performing useful computation [3] and the mean CPU utilization is 36.44% [5]. 
Improving energy efficiency in data centers is urgent. EPA estimated in a report [7] in 
2007 that power consumption of server and data centers would double in five years if energy 
efficiency doesn’t improve. This report indicates the “pursuit of energy efficiency opportunities 
in data centers remains important because of the potential for rapid growth in direct energy use in 
this sector and the resulting impact on both the power grid and U.S. Industries.” 
1.2 Research Challenges 
 
 
Improving energy efficiency of data-intensive computing is nontrivial because efficiency 
is sacrificed by design to meet primary constraints. MapReduce [14] is a popular programming 
model for data intensive computing in data centers. With MapReduce framework, programmers 
can focus on application algorithm design without dealing with low-level workload distribution 
and management. However, these design priorities in portability and simplified programming 
lead to inefficient use of resources and energy. 
Energy conservation for data-intensive computing requires enabling technology to 
provide detailed and systemic energy information and to identify the energy inefficiencies in the 
underlying system hardware and software. The need exists for both detailed and systemic power 
and energy information for data intensive computing systems and applications. Sophisticated 
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measurement and analysis tools must be created to capture, evaluate, and analyze energy use in 
data-intensive computing.  
Conserving energy consumption without impacting application performance is 
challenging, especially for both computation- and data- intensive applications. Scientific and 
engineering problems are traditionally computation-intensive. An increasing trend is that these 
problems process ever-growing, complex data set. Improving energy efficiency for such 
applications requires comprehensive understanding of the correlations between performance, 
power, and energy and delicate balance among them. 
1.3 Research Approach and Contributions 
 
 
To address these challenges, we propose to create an energy profiling and analysis 
framework for date-intensive computing with MapReduce and use this framework to identify 
efficiency bottlenecks and effective techniques for improvement. This framework combines 
physical power and energy measurement and profiling, statistical and analytical power modeling, 
and scheduling algorithms for power and energy management. 
    Different from most prior energy profiling at the node level or application level, ours 
obtains the power and energy consumption at multiple levels from system, node to computer 
components and synchronizes the measurement with application execution. The profiling 
component also consists of software that are trained with statistical models to accurate estimate 
the power and energy consumption of systems and components where direct measurement is 
infeasible. 
  Provided with the comprehensive detailed performance and energy profiles, the 
analyzing component of the framework evaluates the performance and energy of typical 
execution phases and characterizes the resulting energy efficiency. This analyzing component 
further analyzes the effects of system and workload parameters on energy efficiency and 
identifies inefficient execution phases and effective methodology for improvement. 
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    This framework also consists of optimizing component that leverages obtained 
knowledge from profiling and analyzing components and explores judicious resource allocation 
and scheduling for improvement. 
The main contributions of this work include: 
 We present eTune, a power and energy profiling instrument that profiles power at 
multiple system levels including node, core, memory, and disks. eTune is scalable to 
large scale systems and portable to densely packed system and is not limited by physical 
constraints. eTune accurately captures the system and component power consumption for 
data-intensive computing. With the eTune framework, it is possible to analyze the energy 
profiles of data intensive applications and to evaluate the effects of various hardware and 
software optimizations. 
 We present an analysis framework for identifying and evaluating costly built-in data 
movements in MapReduce and propose a data movement centric approach to energy 
efficient MapReduce computing. We demonstrate a means of experimental investigation 
and reveal the unique and detailed performance and energy features of typical 
MapReduce data movements. 
 We present an optimization technique that allocates optimal number of compute nodes 
according to applications’s degree of parallelism for best energy efficiency. We also 
explore several DVFS scheduling policies and investigate the resulting energy efficiency 
for MapReduce framework. We find DVFS is generally effective for energy savings 
while DVFS policies tailored to application characteristics save most energy. 
1.4 Organization of Thesis 
 
 
This thesis covers our three areas of study - a profiling and modeling tool, the evaluation 
of data movement, and the optimization of CPU intensive applications. Chapter 2 provides 
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background information, the related work, and our contributions. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 describe 
each study in detail. Chapter 6 presents discussion and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 
 
2.1 Background 
 
 
Energy Efficiency in Data Intensive Computing Data intensive computing poses several 
challenges related to energy efficiency. The large scale distributed systems of data intensive 
computing have complex communication and storage. The hardware is typically comprised of 
densely packed server blades with multicore processors. Further, when workloads are 
heterogeneous, the power profiles are different throughout the system. All of these factors, 
combined, require detailed power information, throughout the system, in order to work towards 
energy efficiency. 
MapReduce  Google developed MapReduce as a framework to process large data sets [14]. 
Several factors contribute to its popularity. It can be deployed on a wide range of systems, large 
and small clusters, without modification to the program. Lower cost commodity computers can be 
used. It provides an associated distributed file system or can accommodate other file systems. The 
simplified programming model automatically handles parallelism of code and distribution of data. 
A freely available, open-source version exists - Hadoop. We focus on this version since it is 
widely used. In this work, we show that many of these factors lead to its energy inefficiency. 
It is helpful to have a fundamental understanding of MapReduce. In the MapReduce 
framework, data and processing are managed by masters and slaves as shown in Figure 2.1. The 
master for data, a NameNode, manages data sets stored across a distributed storage system. The 
data is stored in small blocks, distributed across the storage system (HDFS). Typically each block 
is replicated 3 times across the storage system to provide fault tolerance and maintain 
performance when a hardware failure occurs. The work of writing, communicating, and reading 
the data is performed by the DataNode slaves. The master for processing, JobTracker, accepts 
requests from client applications for new jobs, and assigns tasks to slave nodes, TaskTrackers. 
JobTrackers attempt to keep work balanced across the system and also attempt to assign work 
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based on data locality. TaskTrackers report their status to the JobTracker by regular heartbeat 
messages. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: A typical deployment of Hadoop framework. The JobTracker and HDFS Na- meNode 
may reside on the same physical nodes, and the TaskTrackers and DataNodes are distributed on 
the other nodes. 
 
 
TaskTrackers perform the MapReduce processes. Data exists as key/value pairs. During a 
map task, the key/values are input and a map function is processed creating an intermediate 
key/value pair. A reduce task takes the intermediate key/value pair as input, performs a reduce 
function, and generates the output of the job. The programmer defines the computation and 
processing that occurs in the map and reduce tasks. The framework takes care of reading, writing, 
and transferring the data throughout the system. The framework also takes care of assigning and 
managing tasks. 
The focus of our work is the energy efficiency of the MapReduce framework. So we are 
interested in how changes in the framework affect energy efficiency. Several parameters alter 
how MapReduce operates across the entire system and ultimately alter performance. Some of the 
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common parameters include number of workers, number of map tasks, number of reduce tasks, 
HDFS replication factor, HDFS blocksize, and workload. 
1. Number of Slaves - Typically, a slave is a node in a cluster with one or more CPUs. A 
slave is usually both a DataNode and a TaskTracker; this improves system performance 
by increasing the likelihood of local access to data by the map and reduce functions. The 
DataNode and TaskTracker are daemons running on the node and often run throughout 
the time the MapReduce system is up. It is possible to commission or decommission 
nodes to increase or decrease the number of nodes in a system, respectively. Too many or 
too few slaves negatively impact performance. 
2. Number of Map Tasks and Reduce Tasks - As mentioned above, map tasks and reduce 
tasks perform the map and reduce functions. The number of map and reduce tasks to use 
for a particular job depend on the job and data characteristics. Some jobs which have a 
large workload as input may require more map tasks while other jobs requiring 
significant CPU processing or extensive output may require more reduce tasks. By 
default, each node is configured to indicate the maximum number of map tasks and 
reduce tasks that can run on the node. Configuration settings for each job can include the 
number of map and reduce tasks needed for the job. 
3. HDFS Replication Factor - The default HDFS replication factor is 3. Under this 
scenario, two copies of the block are stored within the same rack, but on different nodes. 
When possible, a third block is maintained on a nearby rack. Mechanisms exist within the 
system to copy, move, and balance the blocks. While the system has a default replication 
for files in the DFS, it is possible for a job to set a different replication factor when 
creating for a file. The replication factor of 3 requires each block to be written three times 
which leads to decreased performance and higher power consumption. 
4. HDFS Blocksize - The default HDFS blocksize is 64Mb. HDFS is capable of 
maintaining different blocksizes for files in the system. The system wide default size can 
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be changed in a start-up configuration file. The blocksize can also be set to a different 
size with a parameter setting on most jobs. 
5. Workload - Workload is the size of the data for a job. The workload may vary within a 
job between the different tasks. For example, a job may have large data input, such as 
input every work from a file, and small data output, such as the count of the words. 
2.2 Related Work 
 
 
Profiling and Modelling Tool Physical power measurement, the only means for obtaining the 
first-hand power data for real systems and components, has been either coarse-grained or 
intrusive. Node and building level power are usually obtained with meters sitting between the 
computers AC power line and wall outlet [17], [20], [4], [28] or power sensors on chassis and 
sockets [40]. These devices report readings with intervals at seconds to minutes, lacking the fine 
granularity in both temporal and physical spaces for energy optimization. For fine-grained 
component level power measurement, most existing work intrusively inserts precision resistors 
into the DC power lines and measure the voltage drop on the resistors for power derivation [46], 
[20], [27], [53]. Major computer components, including processors, memory, and disks, can be 
isolated with such power measurements. However, intrusive measurement is not practical for 
blade systems or large scale systems consisting of hundreds of nodes or more. 
Instead of physically measuring power, software-based estimation uses performance data 
to infer power. OS-reported CPU utilization is widely used to estimate system and processor 
power [16], [42], [25]. However, as [42] points out, CPU utilization does not accurately account 
for power consumption of less CPU-dominated systems, multicore processors, and aggressive 
power management; hardware performance events reported by performance monitoring counters 
(PMC) can better reflect power. Hardware PMCs are used in numerous studies to estimate power 
of single systems [4], [28], [13] and components including processors [27], [6], memory and 
cache [29], [51]. Bellosa [4] demonstrates the linear correlation between the system power and 
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several individual PMC measurable performance events. Papers [27], [28], [13] use multiple 
performance events to estimate power of uni-core processor on a single machine. 
Our work comprehensively studies the energy behavior at multiple levels including 
system, node, and components such as processor cores, memory, disk, and fans at scale. Most 
existing work focus on one single system or component [42], [4], [27], [28], [13]. Second, our 
power models are aimed at data-intensive applications, which have significantly different energy 
behavior and characteristics than sequential applications on single systems. Third, our software 
estimates the power consumption of application at runtime, different from work that requires 
multiple runs of applications [27], [28], [13]. We believe that our software can greatly boost the 
research in energy efficient data-intensive computing through the fine grained power profiles that 
were untractable before. 
Evaluation of Data Movement As the MapReduce programming paradigm is widely adopted in 
data centers, researchers have attempted to improve computing energy efficiency on MapReduce 
platforms. Restricting jobs to a portion of nodes while powering down the others [38, 49] has 
been an effective approach due to the dominating base power. This approach may lead to 
performance degradation and usually requires knowledge about the jobs including workload size 
and CPU requirements. Others attempt to reduce power and cooling cost of CPU, the dominating 
power consumer in computers. For example, several studies [22, 24], and [35] investigate 
temperature-aware MapReduce scheduling; [47] exploits the low processor utilization during data 
movements and thus reduces processor performance/power states to save energy. Recognizing the 
emergence of data-intensive computing and following Barroso’s recommendation [3] to 
understand all components to achieve full potential energy savings, we seek to study the role of 
data movement in power consumption in MapReduce. 
Various methods have been applied to data movement in MapReduce to improve energy 
efficiency. Chen et al [11] reduce the volume of data in motion by data compression and others 
[44, 45] increase data movement speed with high speed interconnects. I/O throttling and I/O 
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coordination [36] are exploited to reduce I/O bottlenecks in MapReduce on multi-core nodes. 
Multiple zones [30, 34, 8] have shown effectiveness in environments where certain types of jobs 
and data are executed routinely. 
Usually, one of the zones is always up to host hot or immediately needed data and 
provides timely services while other zones for cold data can transit to deep power saving states or 
turn off when demands are low. While all these studies improve MapReduce energy efficiency to 
some extent, they don’t provide a fundamental understanding of the energy profiles of data 
movements that is critical for efficient MapReduce system design. The study in [50] similarly 
presents component power. However, our work differs and we concentrate on the energy 
characteristics of data movement for data-intensive computing. 
Optimization of CPU Intensive Applications While many have employed a variety of 
approaches to improve performance of MapReduce, a smaller number have focused on energy 
related to MapReduce. Chen [12] provided a framework for characterizing MapReduce 
performance and analyzing energy efficiency. He analyzed the common sort job and three other 
jobs that stress components of MapReduce - HDFS Write, HDFS Read, and Shuffle. By changing 
configuration parameters, he identified performance and power differences in MapReduce jobs. 
This work demonstrated that changes to configuration settings based on workload and type of job 
can lead to improvements in energy efficiency. 
There are a few major approaches to improve the energy efficiency of MapReduce. 
1. Scheduling - Some have shown that changes to the scheduling of tasks can lead to 
improvement. Zaharia [52] uses delay scheduling in a 600-node cluster at Facebook. In 
Hadoop, the JobTracker attempts to assigns tasks to optimize data locality. But if there 
are no free nodes with access to local data, the task is assigned to another node close to 
the data. With delay scheduling, the JobTracker has a small delay when a free node with 
access to local data is not found. Zaharia achieved almost 100% task assignment with 
local data. Similarly, Ibrahim [26] introduced Maestro which balances map tasks across 
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nodes and maximizes map tasks with local data. Through this approach, performance 
improved as much as 34%. A common element of these approaches is the important role 
of access to local data for energy savings. Our work does not address improvements to 
scheduling, but we take up an in-depth analysis of data movement to gain a more 
complete understanding power and energy related to data movements. 
2. Power-Down Nodes - Some have powered down nodes to accomplish energy savings.  
Leverich [34] introduced a covering set, a subset of nodes which contain at least one 
replica of data. Once the covering set is established, non-covering set nodes can be 
powered down. This approach achieved 51% energy savings; but performance decreased 
by as much as 71%. Lang and Patel [33] use an All-In Strategy (AIS) to power down 
nodes and overcome the performance degradation of the covering set. In AIS, all of the 
nodes are used to perform the work and the entire system is powered down when work is 
complete. AIS outperforms the covering set when there is computational complexity in 
the workload and when the time is low to transition from hibernation to high 
performance. Kaushik [31] attains energy efficiency through data classification and data 
placement. Data with long periods of idleness are designated cold zones. A hot zone has 
data with higher access and processing needs. Nodes in cold zones are put into an 
inactive state requiring less power; they are brought back to higher energy states to move 
data between the cold and hot zone as needed. This type of approach addresses the low 
CPU utilization inherent in MapReduce. Our works take a different approach; we 
investigate the effect of resource allocation, workload, and application configuration on 
performance and energy. 
3. HDFS Data - Some focus on how data is processed to improve energy efficiency. Xie 
[48] improves performance efficiency by balancing data across nodes to increase data 
locality for map tasks. The HDFS blocks are distributed across nodes based on two 
algorithms. The first algorithm distributes the blocks across the cluster and the second 
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algorithm balances the data across under-utilized and over-utilized nodes. Efficiency is 
accomplished through reduction of slow IO transfer of data during MapReduce jobs. 
Chen [11] reports energy savings up to 60% by applying compression of data in 
MapReduce jobs. Compression is an effective approach since it shifts work from IO to 
CPU which is often underutilized in MapReduce jobs. Some of our work focuses on data 
movement, however we take a different approach. We study how resource allocation and 
application configurations affect energy efficiency. 
4. System - Some focus on system components to address energy conservation. Li [35] 
monitors CPU temperature through sensors on the processors. The temperature is 
assessed in a power budget to optimize performance and energy savings. If temperature is 
too high relative to performance and the power budget, DVFS is used to scale down the 
frequency of the processor. Our work in optimization is similar in that we also throttle the 
processor with DVFS. But our work is different in that it provides insight into the role of 
computation intensive applications. 
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CHAPTER 3 POWER AND ENERGY PROFILING AND MODELING 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
 
In this chapter, we address the need for detailed and systemic energy information by 
presenting eTune, an energy analysis framework. This software-based power estimator 
overcomes many of the challenges of power and energy measurement in data-intensive 
computing. The eTune model is statistically built from performance and power measurements. 
Using this model and performance counters from the compute processors at runtime, eTune 
shows high accuracy predicting power consumption. 
In this work, we build the profiling model by collecting performance and power 
information. We apply statistical analysis to the collected data to find a best-fit model. Then we 
apply the model at runtime, using data collected by performance counters. We validate the tool by 
comparing the tools predicted power consumption with actual meter measurements. Our results 
indicate that eTune is an effective and accurate measurement framework. 
3.2 Methodology - the eTune Framework 
 
 
eTune, as depicted in Figure 3.1, is comprised of three major elements: Data Acquisition, 
Statistical Model Inference, and Software Power Estimation. The first element, data acquisition is 
accomplished through collection of component power measurements and performance events of 
MapReduce jobs. Second, the data is used to create power-correlation models by statistical 
inference. Finally, the third element, the software power estimation module uses the learned 
models to report power at the node level. 
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Figure 3.1: The eTune power/energy analysis framework 
 
 
1. The data acquisition module collects power measurements and performance events from 
the system under test. Power measurements are acquired with power meters or with 
power sensors located on the system motherboard. The performance events comprise 
several streams of performance related data such as performance counters, system 
activity, network traffic statistics, memory, and IO statistics. The data is aligned by time 
stamp and saved to a central repository. 
2. The statistical inference module, in offline mode, applies learning techniques to the data. 
Segmented multivariate linear regression is the primary technique used to build the 
models. The module also accounts for differences between the actual power measured by 
meters and estimated power. 
3. The software power estimation module reports power at runtime based on the statistical 
models. This provides a software based measurement solution thereby eliminating a need 
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for a physical measurement device. It can be deployed to many nodes throughout the 
cluster. 
The following sections provide details of these three elements. 
Data Acquisition Model  The Data Acquisition module collects three types of data: power data 
from meters and sensors; performance data from the operating system and profiling tools; and 
application-specific events from application logs. 
1. Power Data Acquisition: eTune directly measures computer node power and component 
power with PowerPack [21]. Figure 3.2 shows a typical setup of PowerPack used in our 
experiments. Currently, we collect power samples from two sources.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: The PowerPack Power Measurements 
 
 
(a) mserver: The mserver program runs on a profiling server, a Linux box that reads 
AC power samples from multiple WattsUp power meters plugged between power 
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supplies of computer nodes and power outlets. A USB hub is used to connect 8 
WattsUp meters to the profiling server. 
(b) NIServer: The NIServer measures component power inside a single compute 
node. It includes a self-built circuit board that taps a precision resistor into each 
individual non-ground DC power line, an NI analog input module NI9205 to 
measure the voltage drop on each resistor, and a LabView program to sample 
data from NI9205 via an USB port. The NI9205 module supports 16 
simultaneous DC measurements. In our experiments, we program the sampling 
rate at 2K/second. These analog voltage samples are used to derive component 
power according to the mapping between power lines and computer components. 
In current configuration, we isolate the power of CPU, main memory, hard disk 
drives, CPU fans, and motherboard which includes network adapters and onboard 
video cards.  
 
Both mserver and NIServer accept instructions from users or programs through network 
sockets to start, stop, and annotate the sampling process. Once set up, both servers run 
automatically without the need of any manual operation 
2. Performance Data Acquisition: eTune collects two types of performance data.  
(a) System-wide performance data: We use the nmon [23] performance monitoring 
tool for linux to collect system performance at 1 second intervals. The items 
recorded are CPU utilization, active memory usage, disk read/write bandwidth, 
and network bandwidth. 
(b) PMC data: Modern processors are capable of monitoring performance events 
such as instruction fetching, cache miss, and memory access. This monitoring is 
non-intrusive to application execution. We employ peprof, a performance event 
profiling program that periodically reads from performance monitoring counters 
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(PMCs) on each core. peprof runs as a daemon on each node. We configure 
peprof with a 250ms sampling period to balance sampling granularity and 
profiling overhead. 
3. Application-specific Events: We analyze the Hadoop Job Tracker and TaskTracker logs 
to identify the timing of MapReduce execution phases and data movements. 
Statistical Model Inference The Statistical Inference module applies the power and performance 
data collected with the data acquisition module. Using statistical approaches, the Statistical 
Inference module quantifies the relations between the observable performance events and the 
node and component power. These models and the fine-grained runtime performance profiling 
create power estimations that can be used in large scale systems. 
We maintain two constraints on this model. First, we use a small set of performance 
variables that can be obtained together at runtime. Second, we minimize runtime overhead by 
minimizing complexity yet maximizing accuracy. 
Software Power Estimation Module  eTune implements software power estimation into the 
peprof program described above. The program peprof reads the power models and model 
parameters from a configuration file, and then applies these models on collected performance 
events to compute the power consumptions of compute nodes and components including 
individual cores, memory and hard drive at runtime. 
3.3 Description of Experimental Environment 
 
We use the following hardware and software throughout our studies. In each study, we 
indicate configurations that vary from these general descriptions. 
1. Cluster - The experiments are conducted on an 8-node power aware cluster with Gigabit 
Ethernet interconnection. Each node has dual AMD Opteron quad-core 2380 processors 
running Fedora Core 10 Linux. Each core has a 64KB L1 instruction cache, a 64KB L1 
data cache, and a unified 512KB L2 cache. The four cores on the same chip share one 
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6MB L3 cache. The cluster supports DVFS with 4 frequencies: 0.8GHz, 1.3GHz, 
1.8GHz, and 2.5GHz. Each node has one WD1600AYPS Raid Edition 7200rpm SATA 
hard drive. 
2. MapReduce Environment - Hadoop, version 0.20.2 and version 1.0.3, is running on the 
cluster. One of the nodes runs NameNode and JobTracker, and the other seven nodes 
serve as the DataNodes and perform map and reduce tasks. Unless explicitly stated, the 
number of concurrent workers on each node is eight. 
3. MapReduce Applications 
 Sort - The sort application distributed with MapReduce is a representative data-
intensive application. This sort program simply uses the map/reduce framework to 
sort the input directory into the output directory. Each map task is the predefined 
IdentityMapper and each reduce task is the predefined IdentityReducer, both of 
which pass their inputs directly to the output. The full input dataset is transferred and 
sorted during the shuffle phase between the map and reduce tasks. Sort is a very 
useful benchmark for studying the shuffle phase, which exists in many MapReduce 
applications. 
 Matrix Multiplication - A common computational task is the multiplication of two 
matrices. This MapReduce implementation consists of two jobs: the first job 
performs the block multiplications and the second job sums up the results. In job 1, 
the map tasks route a copy of each A or B sub-matrix to all the reduce tasks, and the 
reduce tasks perform the sub-matrices multiplications. Depending on the number of 
reduce tasks and the number of sub-matrices, a reduce task may calculate one or 
more product sub-matrices. This strategy makes good use of parallelism at the 
expense of network traffic. In job 2, an identity map task reads from an input split, 
which is the output of reduce tasks in job 1, and a reduce task sums up the items for 
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the same C submatrix. To reduce the network traffic during the sort and shuffle 
phase, Combiner is used in the implementation. 
 Cloudburst - This computation-intensive and data-intensive application maps reads to 
reference genomes. The input of the program is comprised of two multi-fasta binary 
files in Hadoop SequenceFile format: one containing reads and the other containing 
one or more reference sequences. The output is all alignments for each read with up 
to a user-specified number of differences including both mismatches and indels. The 
program has three phases: map, shuffle, and reduce. The map task emits k-mers as 
keys for every k-mer in the reference and all non-overlapping k-mers in the reads. 
During the shuffle phase the k-mers shared by the reads and the references are 
grouped. The reduce task extends the seeds into end-to-end alignments allowing for a 
fixed number of mismatches or indels. 
 GridMix - This is a benchmark distributed with Hadoop. The application generates a 
synthetic mix of jobs to simulate typical production loads. The jobs perform a range 
of data-access patterns. Data is randomly generated and the benchmark submits a 
mixture of small and large jobs. 
4. Performance Measurements - Several metrics are used to gauge performance. Run time 
of each job is an important measure since energy consumption is highly correlated with 
this factor. Other performance measurements are gathered from MapReduce job logs, 
data logs, and task logs. MapReduce job logs usually provide summary statistics 
including items such as the number of map tasks, number of reduce tasks, bytes of HDFS 
read, and bytes HDFS written. MapReduce also generates extensive logs for data and task 
activity. Appendix A shows an excerpt from the MapReduce data log. A data log is 
maintained for each data node. It records details about the movement of each block 
through HDFS. Similarly, the task log records details of each map and reduce task for a 
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node. The information includes creation, completion percentage of each task, and type of 
activity - namely copy, sort, and shuffle. 
Experimental Observations Experimental observations provide insights in building the power 
model. We run the Sort benchmark on an eight-node Hadoop cluster. In the experiments, node 
n01 is configured as the JobTracker and the HDFS metadata server, and nodes n02-n08 as 
TaskTrackers and DataNodes. All nodes are enabled with nodal power measurement, and node 
n08 has additional component power measurement. 
Figure 3.3 shows the nodal and component power profiles of the sort benchmark. We 
draw the following conclusions: 
 
1. The power profiles of all task nodes share identical trend, rising and dropping at roughly 
same time points with similar highest power values. 
2. The nodal power consumption varies significantly with time and execution phases. 
3. CPU power dominates and varies significantly with time and execution phase in a 
manner similar to system nodal power. 
4. The power consumptions of other components including memory, disk, motherboard, 
fans are relatively constant. 
Figure 3.4 shows various performance profiles on node n08, the model node which is attached to 
the NIServer. From this Figure, we have the following findings: 
1. During the Sort execution, CPU utilization varies dramatically over time. It is below 40% 
most of time, and yet stays around 100% for about one-sixth of time.  
2. Retired instructions per cycle (uOP C and I P C ) and L1 data cache accesses per cycle 
(AP C DC and AP C I C ) have similar trends over time. Their peaks and valleys match 
those of the CPU utilization. 
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(a) System Power on Two Compute Nodes 
 
 
(b) Component Power on Node 08 
 
Figure 3.3: The power profiles of the Sort benchmark on an 8-node Hadoop cluster. Each node on 
the cluster has dual quad-core Opteron processors 
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(a) CPU Utilization 
 
(b) CPU Events 
 
(c) IO Activity 
 
Figure 3.4: The performance profiles of the Sort benchmark on a single node (Node n08). CPU 
utilization and CPU events are the average value over eight cores available on the node. The disk 
bandwidth is summed over read and write. The same applies to the network bandwidth. 
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3. Disk bandwidth increases dramatically shortly after the job is launched. This corresponds 
to the starting of HDFS reading for map tasks. Network bandwidth increases about 30 
seconds later, corresponding to the starting of the shuffle phase. 
4. During the time periods with dramatic high disk bandwidth, both CPU utilization and the 
collected four performance events stay at a low level. 
Based on the above observations, we can make two assumptions that will simplify the power 
models used by the eTune framework. 
1. Because the power consumption of non-CPU components including memory, disk, 
motherboard, and fans remains relatively constant throughout the jobs, we can consider 
them as constant at least for MapReduce workloads under current system configuration. 
2. The CPU power has strong correlations with CPU utilization and the performance events. 
Intuitively, it is legitimate to derive power consumption from these performance events. 
Power Model Construction 
 
 
Model Derivation From a top-down perspective, we model the power consumption of distributed 
systems at three levels: system power (Psys), nodal power (Pnode), and component power (P𝑐, 
where c ∈ CPU, M EM, DISK, FAN, MB, NIC ). Without considering the interconnect switches, 
the following equations hold. 
 
 
 
Based on the empirical observations for MapReduce applications on the cluster discussed in 
Section 3.3, we have: 
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Here Pc,0 is a constant, meaning the power of a non-CPU component c doesn’t change with 
workload. 
With the above simplification, a remaining task is to model CPU and CPU core power. 
Previous studies have shown strong correlations between CPU power, CPU utilization, and 
certain set of performance events [4], [13], [16] for general purpose computing on single systems. 
In this work, we further study power models of CPU cores for data-intensive computing on large 
scale systems and investigate the selection of performance events and statistical approaches for 
model accuracy. As discussed in [16], [42], CPU utilization from OS statistics does not provide 
accurate power estimation for many cases. Therefore, we focus on modeling CPU and CPU core 
power using more detailed performance measures provided by hardware PMCs. 
Since multi-core processors are predominant in server systems, we breakdown CPU power by 
individual cores using the following equation. 
 
Typically, multiple cores on the same chip generally share common devices such as last 
level cache, bus, Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), etc. Each individual core has its private 
instruction execution function units and caches accounting for a large portion of chip footprint 
and the total power consumption [39]. For the cores, we study the power effects of activities in 
the private hardware and build a quantitative model between core power and the performance 
measures while evenly distributing the power consumption of the shared devices among the 
cores. In this study, we consider two types of statistical models for CPU core power consumption: 
simple linear model, and segmented linear model. The simple linear model can be written in 
Equation 3.5. 
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Here, Pcore,0 is the idle power, perfi and ai are the ith performance measure and model 
coefficient respectively, and I is the total number of performance measures introduced in the 
model. Theoretically, it would be beneficial to use large I and include more performance events 
reflecting the ongoing activities on function units, caches, branch prediction, ALU, floating point 
operation, and data prefetching. However, on real microprocess architectures, only a limited 
number of hardware counters are available to the users. In this study, we choose I = 4, which is 
the number of hardware counters supported by the AMD Opteron processors. 
The segmented linear model splits the model into several segments with each segment 
being a simple linear model. To maintain the simplicity of linear regression, we use segmentation 
on the leading performance measure that has the strongest correlation to power. Mathematically, 
the resulting segmented linear model has the following form: 
 
Where perf1 is the leading performance measure in the jth segment: 
 
for ∀ j ∈ [1, J ]. Here J is the total number of segments. With this segmentation regression, only 
the intercept and the coefficient of the leading variable change with segments, while the 
coefficients of other performance measures are relatively constant. 
It is trivial that the aggregated CPU power model can be derived by substituting P core; k 
in Equation 3.4 with Equation 3.5 or 3.6. Because the aggregated CPU power can be directly 
measured, it is used in Section 3.4 for model validation. 
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Performance Events Selection We select the following performance measures as candidate 
variables for modeling CPU core power. Their corresponding performance events monitored by 
PMCs are listed in Table 3.1(a) and the derivation from performance events in Table 3.1(b). 
   IPC : the number of instructions per cycle. IPC is a most important performance measure 
[39], capturing the overall activity of pipeline function units and execution of an application on 
hardware. 
    APC : the number of accesses per cycle to instruction and data caches and memory. 
Memory hierarchy performance is another important performance measure [39], capturing the 
extra delay due to memory stall. 
     𝜇OPC : the number of micro operations per cycle. 𝜇OPC models the extra power 
consumption of ALUs. 
    𝜇FLOPC : the number of floating point operations per cycle. 𝜇FLOPC models the power 
consumption of floating point operations, which are heavily used in scientific and engineering 
simulations. 
Model Selection We configure eTune to collect power and performance events samples for a 
select set of data intensive benchmarks, and output a training data set in the following form: 
D = [t, P(t), Perf(t)] 
Here t denotes timestamp, P(t) is a vector of power measurements at time t, and Perf(t) is a vector 
of performance event measurements at time t. We implement a model fitting program named 
modelfit. This program takes the training data set and infers the best fit power model and model 
parameters using both multivariate linear regression and multivariate segmented linear regression 
provided by the lm and segmented packages in the R software environment [41]. 
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Table 3.1: The monitored performance events and candidate model variables. CLK cycles is 
collected with TSC register, and the others with general performance counters. 
 
 
 
3.4 Results - Model Fitting and Evaluation 
 
 
Hadoop, version 0.20.2, is running on the cluster. It is configured with one NameNode and one 
JobTracker, both running on the same physical node. The other seven nodes serve as the 
DataNodes and perform map and reduce tasks. Unless explicitly stated, the number of concurrent 
workers on each node is eight. 
Model Fitting and Evaluation  We run four MapReduce programs on the system and use the 
collected performance and power data to train our model. Each program has unique 
characteristics and together they provide a good coverage of data-intensive applications on 
MapReduce platforms. The applications include Gridmix - an application included in the Hadoop 
distribution that represents typical production loads; Sort - included in the Hadoop distribution, 
that stresses the shuffling phase; Matrix Multiply - A computation intensive application involving 
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two large matrices; and CloudBurst - a BLAST algorithm that involves a large workload and is 
computation intensive. 
Table 3.2: The coefficients in the multivariate model fitted with the least squares method. Two 
break points: 0.0423 and 1.1670, are considered for 𝜇OPC in the linear model. 
 
 
 
 
We collect training data consisting of aggregated CPU power and performance measures 
listed in Table 3.1 and apply multivariate regression to determine candidate performance 
measures. We rank the performance measures by their coverage ranges and values of their 
coefficient of determination R2. Figure 3.5 shows that the four winning candidates with strong 
correlations are 𝜇OPC , IP , APCDC , and APCIC . With an ordinary linear regression, 𝜇OP C 
shows the strongest correlation with CPU power with a standard error of 10.92 (Watts) and an R2 
value of 0:90. Figure 3.5 also shows a segmented linear model with 2 break points (3 segments) 
that fits the data better than an ordinary linear model. Based on these results, we select the above 
four performance measures as model variables and use multivariate segmented linear model with 
2 break points segmented by 𝜇OPC as the best-fit model. The derived model and model 
parameters are shown in Equation 3.7 and Table 3.2 respectively. 
 
In Equation 3.7, perfi, i = 1..4 denote 𝜇OPC , IPC , APCDC , and APCIC respectively. In this 
model, we note that P0 = 83.83 and matches with system idle power. Meanwhile, the fact that a2 
has a negative value indicates an overlap between 𝜇OPC and IPC. 
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(a) IPC                                                                  (b) 𝜇OPC 
 
 
(b) APC_IC             (d) APC_DC 
Figure 3.5: The correlation between CPU power and model variable candidates. 
 
 
Model Accuracy - We compare estimated CPU power against direct measurements for all four 
benchmarks and show the results in Figure 3.6. Overall the model estimations match well with 
the actual measurements for all four benchmarks running with various Hadoop configurations. 
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The average estimation error falls within a range of ±5%. This observation confirms the validity 
of the eTune modeling framework.  In contrast, power estimations with CPU utilization is less 
accurate. Take Gridmix application as an example, the average estimation error using CPU 
utilization is 14.1%. Since Gridmix reflects the workload of production MapReduce systems, a 
large range of errors indicates CPU utilization is not an accurate power indicator for data 
intensive computing. 
 
Figure 3.6: The comparisons between estimated power and directly measured power. 
 
 
3.5 Summary 
 
 
We apply multivariate regression to training data comprised of CPU Power and performance 
measures. We identify the top four performance measures and find a multivariate segmented 
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linear model with 2 break points as the best-fit model. The model estimations match well with 
actual power estimations with average estimate error with ±5%. This profiling software can be 
utilized to collect and profile fine-grained energy characteristics of the data-intensive MapReduce 
applications. 
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CHAPTER 4 ENERGY EFFICIENCY EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
 
Having developed a sophisticated software tool to profile energy behavior in data-
intensive applications, we implement eTune in this chapter to investigate system-level and 
component-level energy characteristics. Our study focuses on the data movements of MapReduce 
applications. This work performs in-depth analysis of data movements in typical MapReduce 
applications. We investigate the variability of energy efficiency with changes to common 
MapReduce configuration parameters - numbers of map and reduce tasks, workload size, and 
HDFS blocksize. We further examine energy and power in data movement by isolating the three 
major data tasks in MapReduce jobs - HDFS Write, HDFS Read, and shuffle. We apply our 
findings to a synthetic workload to demonstrate potential energy savings. 
4.2 Description/Methodology 
 
 
Data Movement Patterns  Data movement is a process during which data is transferred from 
one place to another in a computing platform. Several different data movements occur with 
MapReduce jobs. One type of data movement occurs as blocks of a file are moved within a node 
as input for a map task. Another type occurs as input for a map task moves across the network. 
Another type is the movement of intermediate key-pairs, output from map tasks, from HDFS to 
local disks. And another type is the movement of data from the local disks between reduce tasks 
to assemble the final output. We apply three criteria to enhance the usability of our findings. First, 
we study data movement that is common in MapReduce applications. 
 HDFS Read. File splits are read from HDFS stable storage disks on data nodes to map 
functions on task nodes and processors by input readers. 
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 Local BufferDisk Write. Map output data, which are intermediate (key, value) pairs, are 
written to local buffers and disks from processors by map function on task nodes. Reduce 
output data are similarly written to local buffers and disks by reduce function. 
 All-to-All Shuffle. Map output data are exchanged and sorted between all task nodes 
during the shuffle stage, which follows map stage and precedes reduce stage. This shuffle 
is in all-to-all fashion across network as each task node pulls data from all other nodes. It 
involves memory/disk read and write because the initial source and final destination of 
the shuffled data are buffers and disks on task nodes. 
 HDFS Write. Reduce output data are written to distributed HDFS stable storage devices 
on data nodes from processors on task nodes by output writer. 
A second criteria is that the data movements should significantly impact performance and 
energy consumption. Studies have shown that each of HDFS read and write accounts for about 
12% of total I/O traffic each [37], and shuffle involves even more data volume and incurs more 
time due to the all-to-all communication across network [37], [45]. 
A third criteria is that the data movement should be easy to isolate and measure. The 
information about all four data movement patterns can be extracted from MapReduce system 
logs. However, local buffer/disk write is difficult to isolate as it occurs inside map function. 
Based on the above criteria, we focus our study on the following three data movement patterns: 
HDFS read, shuffle, and HDFS write. 
Experimental Environment Platform We use the hardware platform described in 3.3 with 
Hadoop version 1.0.3. HDFS replication factor 1 is used, as many of our experiments use a single 
node, to eliminate extraneous activity and power due to communication with nodes not involved 
in map and reduce tasks. Each job is repeated 5 times and average performance and power are 
reported. 
Isolation of Data Movement We use synthetic benchmarks to isolate the data movements and to 
eliminate interference from each other. Both HDFS read and HDFS write are isolated with the 
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TestDFSIO I/O benchmark distributed with Hadoop. TestDFSIO reads and writes a specified 
number of files, whose size can be set through command-line arguments. Shuffle is isolated with 
a modified version of the RandomWriter application distributed with Hadoop. The original 
application only involves HDFS write by generating random records instead of reading from 
disks. We set the OutputFormat parameter of its reduce function as Null-OutputFormat to avoid 
HDFS write. The resulting application spends a majority of time shuffling records between map 
tasks and reduce tasks. 
Data Collection eTune is used to collect nodal and component power data. It also collects and 
processes system-wide performance data, architecture-level performance events, and application 
events via the Hadoop JobTracker and TaskTracker logs. 
 
4.3 Results 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Base power and activity power of HDFS read, HDFS write and shuffle. Base power is 
the power consumption when no user job is running, and activity power is extra power incurred 
by MapReduce jobs. 
 
 
Overall Power Profiles Figure 4.1 shows node power consumption of these three data 
movements. The power numbers are averaged over more than 100 experiments, each lasting at 
least several minutes. Node power comprises base power and activity power. The former 
represents the power consumption when no user job is running, and the latter represents the 
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additional power incurred by user jobs. Among these three data movements, HDFS read incurs 
the least activity power while shuffle incurs 880% more activity power. Base power is 134 watts 
and dominates for all three data movements and accounts for 90% or more of total system power 
consumption. To mitigate the inefficient use of base power, multiple hardware and software 
technologies have been explored and they include energy efficient components [2], server 
consolidation [43], and deep energy-saving hardware states [1]. 
Figure 4.2 further shows the breakdown of node power to computer components for each 
data movement. For all three data movements, CPU power comprises the largest portion of 
system power, followed by memory, fan, and disk. Most of the power difference between these 
three data movements is from CPU. The power consumption of memory and disks vary 
minimally among the three data movements. For example, disk power ranges from 10.31 watts to 
10.94 watts, or a 6.1% difference, and fan power ranges from 26.75 watts to 28.0 watts, a 4.7% 
difference. We also observe that as CPU consumes more power, fans need to run at higher speed 
to cool down CPUs and consume more power. 
Table 4.1 presents the components’ activities that are associated with components’ 
power. The power consumption of all components show linear association to the corresponding 
activities. For example, higher CPU power is caused by higher CPU utilization, and higher 
memory power comes from higher active memory. Among these components, CPU shows the 
strongest linear relation between its power consumption and activity. 
 
Table 4.1: Component activities for HDFS read, HDFS write and shuffle. 
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Figure 4.2: Node power breakdown for HDFS read, HDFS write, and shuffle. CPU power makes 
up the largest portion of node power, and is followed by memory and fan power. CPU also 
contributes most of the power difference between the data movements. 
 
 
Detailed Energy Characteristics and Scalability  We investigate the scalability of energy 
efficiency of each data movement and their variations with workload and system parameters 
including number of workers, data size, and HDFS block size. 
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HDFS Read 
 
Number of Workers  The number of workers determines the degree of parallelism in HDFS 
read. In our experiments, we change the number of task nodes and thus the number of processors 
involved in HDFS read across the Hadoop system. The total data volume is fixed at 14GB and the 
number of files is fixed at 7, each with 2GB data. 
 
 
                            (a) Performance                                                  (b) Node Power 
 
                                                                        (c) Total System Energy 
 
Figure 4.3: HDFS Read with various numbers of workers. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 shows performance, single node power and total system energy of HDFS read 
under various numbers of task nodes, each consisting of eight workers. Overall, execution time 
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decreases as the number of workers increases. The speedups gained from using 16 workers and 
32 works are significant. Particularly, the speedup is roughly 2X when worker count increases 
from 8 to 16. This 2X speedup implies 1) the number of splits and map tasks are evenly divided 
to the workers and 2) a majority of HDFS read is still from local disks. Performance only slightly 
increases when worker count increases from 16 to 24, which indicates more splits are accessed 
from remote disks. There are no obvious performance gains by using more than 40 workers due 
to the overhead of process creation and management. 
Power consumption on a single node is very steady with a minimal decrease as the 
number of workers increases. This indicates less workload is assigned to a single node as more 
task nodes are involved. However, the total system energy, which is the sum of the product of 
node power and time over all task nodes, increases with the number of workers. It almost doubles 
when the number of workers increases from 8 to 48. The energy consumption using 3 task nodes 
or 24 processors is peculiarly high. This spike occurs because neither performance or power 
improves by increasing worker count from 16 to 24. A similar spike occurs at 48 workers. 
Workload Size Energy efficiency of HDFS read is determined by multiple factors including 
workload size, hardware bandwidth and the number of involving MapReduce tasks. Evaluating 
the variables of energy efficiency can guide us in configuring workload and system parameters 
and estimating minimum energy requirement. Here we evaluate the scalability of energy 
efficiency with data size, as shown in Table 4.2. The number of workers is 8 on one node and the 
block size is the default value 64MB. 
 
Table 4.2: HDFS read performance, power, and energy efficiency with various data sizes. The 
last column indicates the normalized energy efficiency based on 2.3KJoules/GB, the best one 
achieved at 3.5GB workload. 
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As data size increases from 1.75GB to 3.5GB, performance almost doubles, activity 
power slightly changes, and energy efficiency roughly doubles. This is because the number of 
map tasks doubles in response to the doubling data size. However, overall energy efficiency drops 
as workload size further increases, mainly due to the reduced achieved overall bandwidth. At 
28GB data it halves from the maximum. More data leads to contention between multiple I/O 
streams and more overhead to manage processes. 
Block Size Block size determines the size of file splits and granularity of MapReduce tasks. A 
finer granularity may lead to balanced workload but also incur more overhead in managing 
MapReduce tasks. Table 4.3 shows the effects of HDFS block size on performance and energy 
efficiency of HDFS read. The total data size is fixed at 7GB and one task node is used. 
 
Table 4.3: HDFS read performance, power, and energy efficiency with various HDFS block sizes. 
The last column indicates the normalized energy efficiency based on the best energy efficiency 
2.30KJoules/GB. 
 
 
 
Though there isn’t an obvious trend, block size does greatly affect performance and 
energy efficiency by up to 24%. The highest efficiency occurs at 256MB block size, and the 
lowest efficiency occurs at 128MB block size. Block size only slightly changes power. 
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HDFS Write 
 
Number of Workers  Figure 4.4 shows performance, power and energy efficiency of HDFS 
write with varying number of workers. In these experiments, the number of files is 7 and the total 
data volume is 14GB. Overall, HDFS writes speed up with more workers but performance gain 
diminishes with 40 or more workers. Execution time almost halves as worker count increases 
from 8 and 16. Node power visibly changes with worker counts. It reaches the highest at 8 
workers (144.4 watts) and drops to the lowest at 32 workers (141.7 watts). System consumes the 
lowest energy with 8 workers while it delivers the best energy-performance tradeoffs with 40 
workers. 
Workload Size Table 4.4 presents the effects of workload size on local HDFS write on a single 
task node. Performance monotonically increases with workload size at a similar rate 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: HDFS write with various numbers of workers. 
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except at 28GB. The corresponding I/O write bandwidth reaches maximum at 14GB, and then 
drops. Node power increases by up to 8-10 watts on top of base power. Energy efficiency has a 
similar trend as performance.  It rises from the lowest value and then reaches the peak at 14GB 
workload size, and then decreases. This trend is explained by the various buffers used in the 
HDFS platform and disk devices. As workload size is small, these buffers prevent HDFS write 
from blocking by temporarily storing the data. Once workload size exceeds the buffer threshold, 
HDFS write blocks and overhead of managing these buffers incurs. 
Blocksize Table 4.5 presents the effects of HDFS block size on HDFS write on one task node. 
The total data amount is 7GB. Performance significantly changes with block size, the trend is 
unclear, though. The best performance occurs at 32MB block size while the worst performance 
occurs at 128 MB. Node activity power can rise up to 9 watts on top of base power. The best 
energy efficiency occurs at 32MB and 256 block size. 
 
Table 4.4: HDFS write performance, power, and energy efficiency with various data sizes. The 
last column indicates the normalized energy efficiency based on the best energy efficiency 
2.56KJoules/GB, that is the best for HDFS write and achieved at 14GB workload. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.5: HDFS write performance, power, and energy efficiency with various block sizes. The 
last column indicates the normalized energy efficiency based on the best energy effi- ciency 
2.56KJoules/GB achieved at 14GB workload. 
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MapReduce Shuffle 
 
Number of Workers  Figure 4.5 shows the effects of number of workers when the total data 
volume is fixed at 6GB. Execution time greatly drops as more workers are used. The speedup is 
3X when worker count increases from 8 to 16, and 2X when worker count increases from 16 to 
24. However, speedup is marginal once more than 40 workers are used. Node power rises on top 
of base power during the shuffle. Activity power is about 10 watts with 8 workers and 13.5 watts 
with 24 workers. Total system energy dramatically drops with worker count and is minimum with 
24 workers. More than 24 workers leads to higher total system energy consumption. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Shuffle with various numbers of workers. 
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Workload Size Performance dramatically changes as workload size increases, as shown in Table 
4.6. Bandwidth almost doubles with workload size. Bandwidth reaches the maximum when data 
size is 1.5GB. At this point the platform saturates. Bandwidth drops though, as data size further 
increases. This is due to the overhead of buffer and process management. Node power rises about 
8-13 watts on top of base power during shuffle, and reaches the highest with 1.5GB workload 
data. There is a linear association between node activity power and achieved bandwidth: the 
higher the bandwidth is, the larger node power is. The resulting energy efficiency is low at 
0.375GB and reaches the highest at 1.5GB. 
 
Table 4.6: Shuffle performance, power, and energy efficiency with various data sizes. The last 
column indicates the normalized energy efficiency based on the best energy efficiency 
9.15KJoules/GB achieved at 1.5GB workload. 
 
 
 
Blocksize Table 4.7 shows the performance, power, and energy efficiency under various block 
sizes when the total data amount is 1.5GB. In general, block size only slightly impacts 
performance, power, and energy efficiency. This is expected because no HDFS I/O is involved 
during shuffle phase. 
 
Table 4.7: Shuffle performance, power, and energy efficiency with various block sizes. The last 
column indicates the normalized energy efficiency based on the best energy efficiency 
9.15KJoules/GB achieved at 64MB block size. 
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Data Center Applications Chen et al [10, 9] generated synthetic workloads from Facebook 
production traces to complement benchmarks for realistic evaluations of MapReduce workloads 
in data centers. We apply our findings to one synthetic workload and analyze its energy 
characteristics. This workload is a representative sample of jobs over a 24 hour period on a 3000-
machine cluster. It comprises 24,442 jobs with a diversity of data sizes and data movements, as 
shown in Figure 4.6. 10.0% of the jobs process more than 28GB bytes each, and together account 
for 97.6275% of data volume of HDFS Read. In contrast, 32.9% of the jobs process less than 
1MB data each, together accounting for less than 0.0001% of data volume.  33.8% of the jobs 
either read significantly more data than write or do the opposite, and a large number of jobs 
(34.1%) do not have shuffle phase. We apply the energy characteristics of data movements 
measured from our platform to this synthetic workload. Our analysis shows that this workload 
would annually consume 346,550 Kwh energy for HDFS read, 293,251 Kwh energy for HDFS 
 
 
Figure 4.6: A synthetic workload generated from Facebook production traces. 
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write, and 138,516 Kwh energy for shuffle with the default 64MB HDFS block size. 33.1% 
energy could be saved if 256MB HDFS block size is configured for these jobs. 
4.4 Summary 
 
 
We use eTune to gather fine-grained information about data movement with MapReduce. We 
further isolate the three major phases of data movement in MapReduce - HDFS Read, HDFS 
write, and shuffle. As such, we are able to report characteristics of each phase and how each 
phase reacts to some of the common MapReduce parameter configurations. 
 HDFS read incurs the least system activity, followed by HDFS write, and finally shuffle. 
 Base power accounts for 90% or more of total system power consumption. 
 For HDFS read, the poor speedup as multiple nodes are used reinforces two common 
characteristics of MapReduce. 1) there is a detrimental performance and power effect for 
non-local read of input and 2)IO is a major bottleneck in MapReduce and negatively 
affects performance. 
 When resource allocation remained stable, there was an ideal workload size for 
MapReduce. Our normative efficiency measure showed that the peak performance 
occurred at a smaller workload size for HDFS read (3.5GB) compared with the peak for 
HDFS write (14GB). 
 There appears to be a linear association between node activity power and achieved 
bandwidth. 
 The only components with major variation between HDFS read, HDFS write and shuffle 
are CPU power and CPU fan. CPU power and Active memory account for almost 75% of 
power consumption. 
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CHAPTER 5 ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
 
In the previous chapters, we developed a software tool to profile energy behavior in data-
intensive application in data centers and we detailed the power and energy characteristics of data 
movements within MapReduce applications. In this chapter, we identify methods to optimize 
MapReduce applications. We focus on a growing set of MapReduce applications - computation 
intensive computing. We want to determine the impact of higher computation intensity affects 
energy efficiency. We use an experimental approach to study how resource allocation and DVFS 
scheduling will affect energy efficiency for MapReduce applications. We apply resource 
management and system configuration to find optimization opportunities. The resource 
management control we apply is the number of workers for the application. We use DVFS 
(Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) scheduling since these jobs have a computation 
intensive component. 
5.2 Methodology 
 
 
MapReduce Benchmark Applications  We include three MapReduce benchmark applications in 
our experiments that span the spectrum of data intensive and computation intensive applications. 
The CloudBurst benchmark is both computation intensive and data intensive. The Matrix 
Multiplication benchmark is also computation intensive, but compared to CloudBurst, its data set 
is significantly smaller. To reveal the system behavior of the shuffling phase in many MapReduce 
applications, we also include the Sort benchmark in the Hadoop distribution, which is data 
intensive but not computation intensive. 
Energy Management Parameter Space The performance and energy of MapReduce 
applications are affected by two major factors: the number of concurrent workers, i.e., the number 
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of worker nodes n times the number of workers per node c, and f , the processor frequency on 
each work node. 
The number of concurrent workers In this work, we execute each benchmark with 
multiple settings, where each setting is identified by a unique number of concurrent workers. The 
concurrency is determined by the number of worker nodes allocated and the number of 
concurrent tasks on each node. To maximize the performance and efficiency, we use all 8 
processor cores (i.e., c = C = 8) on each node during benchmark runs. The concurrency ranges 
from 8 with 1 worker node to 56 with 7 worker nodes. We use hadoop-daemon.sh to control the 
TaskTracker on each compute node and give a delay of 15 minutes to allow Hadoop to recognize 
the active/inactive node. We repeat the experiments 5 times in each setting and use average 
performance and energy in the analysis. To ensure no extra disk and network I/O is introduced for 
the varying number of concurrent workers, data replication is set to 8 on our 8-node cluster. With 
this replica setting, each node has a copy of the required data in the local storage disk and 
accesses the data locally. For CloudBurst and Sort, the data is replicated prior to the job 
execution. For Matrix Multiplication, the data is generated on the fly. 
The processor frequency The key of DVFS scheduling is to identify the workload phases 
and then adapt the processor frequency to match the computational demand of each phase. In this 
work, we analyze and identify the workload phases and corresponding performance and energy 
use by tracing system activities. Specifically, we trace CPU utilization, memory access, disk IO 
bandwidth, and network bandwidth on the worker nodes. We consider three DVFS scheduling 
policies: 
 Fixed policy: a single processor frequency is used for all cores across the worker nodes 
during the entire execution. 
 Adaptive I policy: based on workload phase heuristics observed from MapReduce  
application performance traces, we insert DVFS scheduling codes into MapReduce 
programs to adjust processor frequency during its execution. Specifically, this policy uses 
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maximum processor frequency inside the map and reduce functions, and uses minimum 
processor frequency otherwise. Thus, the computations in the map and reduce tasks are 
with faster cores while I/O accesses are with slower cores for power reduction. The actual 
deployment of this policy on the Hadoop System is at job level. This is because Java 
based MapReduce framework lacks the capability to identify the specific physical core 
associated with a map/reducer task. Particularly, we set the affinity of the TaskTracker 
daemons to core 0 on each node, and fix its frequency at maximum speed. Then we apply 
the DVFS scaling to the remaining seven cores on each worker node. 
 Adaptive II policy: This policy is performance-constraint and bounds the performance 
loss within a user specified value. The performance loss is relative to the performance at 
highest fixed processor frequency. In this work, we set the allowable performance loss 
5%. With this constraint, a low processor frequency might not be scheduled for execution 
phases even if the resulting power reduction is much more than the performance loss. 
CPUMiser [19] implements this policy. CPUMiser uses hardware performance counters 
to collect fine grain CPU activity information, and uses such information to predict the 
performance and identify target processor speed periodically at runtime. CPUMiser runs 
on each node in the cluster and adapts the processor frequency of each core to 
applications’ demand. 
Evaluation Metrics We use execution time (T ) as performance metric and total system energy 
(E) for energy metric. We also introduce two other metrics in our analysis. The first one is work-
induced energy EWI , defined as: 
 
The rationale of using work-induced energy in addition to total system energy lies in the fact that 
in today’s data centers, idle power dominates system power consumption, accounting for up to 
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60% of the system power under load. Meanwhile, motivated by the concept of energy 
proportional computing [3], which essentially assumes zero idle power, many techniques are 
being developed to significantly reduce the idle power. Thus, we believe work induced energy 
provides a direct indication of energy demand by the applications and workloads. 
The second metric is energy-performance efficiency, defined as the ratio of performance 
per Joule, or 
 
The metric effn measures how performance per Joule scales with the number of processor 
cores within the context of energy-proportional computing. effn = 1 indicates constant 
performance per Joule, or performance grows with the number of worker nodes at the same speed 
as energy consumption. effn > 1 indicates performance grows faster than energy consumption. 
5.3 Results 
 
 
The Effects of the Number of Concurrent Workers  Matrix Multiplication: As shown in Figure 
5.1, the execution time decreases when the number of concurrent workers increases. Due to 
parallel overhead, a maximum relative speedup of 3.3, instead of an ideal speedup of 7, is 
achieved when n = 56. While total system energy increases significantly when more worker 
nodes are used for parallel programs due to system idle power, work-induced energy only 
increases slightly. The energy-performance efficiency increases with n and achieves the 
maximum when n = 48. By allocating 48 concurrent workers on 6 nodes, we can achieve 3X 
speedup with 6.6% extra work-induced energy, or 2.8X efficiency using the metric defined in 
Equation 5.2. 
To explain the above observation, we trace the CPU utilization, network and disk 
accesses during the execution. Figure 5.1(c) shows two apparent low CPU utilization 
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Figure 5.1: The variations of performance and energy with the number of concurrent workers for 
Matrix Multiplication. (a) the normalized performance, energy, and efficiency against 8 workers, 
(b) the I/O traces and (c) the power traces and CPU utilization when n=48 and f=2.5GHz. 
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phases during the execution. The first matches the distribution of input data for the first 
MapReduce job and the second corresponds to the finishing of the first MapReduce job and the 
setting up for the second MapReduce job. There is a short period of low CPU utilization during 
the first job execution when the map tasks finish and the shuffle occurs. As the reduce task is 
computation intensive, a high CPU utilization is sustained for the second MapReduce job. 
Complementing CPU utilization, three I/O intensive phases are observed in Figure 5.1(b). The 
first phase corresponds to the job initialization, and the last two correspond to the first and second 
MapReduce job respectively. 
The power trace in Figure 5.1(c) highlights how total power and idle power of a single 
node vary during the execution. The work-induced power is the difference between the total 
power and the idle power. The idle power is about 160 Watts and dominates the total power, even 
when the CPU utilization is close to 100%. The idle power is about twice the maximum work 
induced power when matrix multiplication program executes. This observation indicates effective 
power reduction technologies should consider reducing system idle power as a top priority. The 
work induced power curve follows the same trend as CPU utilization. This figure also implies 
that within this experimental environment, the majority of work-induced power comes from CPU 
activity, and the memory and I/O activity only slightly change the total node power. 
CloudBurst: As shown in Figure 5.2a, Cloudburst achieves super-linear speedup with the 
number of concurrent workers because more data can be accessed in memory versus from disks 
with larger number of workers. With 48 concurrent workers, Cloudburst achieves a maximum 
speedup of 12X and a minimum work-induced energy 0.7X, resulting in an optimal efficiency 
value of 17.4. In contrast to Matrix Multiplication, CloudBurst has better scalability in both 
performance and energy. Thus allocating more resources for CloudBurst is preferred. 
The system activity traces provided in Figure 5.2(b)-(c) and MapReduce log files indicate 
there are two MapReduce jobs in this benchmark; each job consisting of a map, a shuffle, and a 
reduce phase. The first job accounts for 90% of the total execution time and the CPU utilization is 
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high during most of map and reduce phases, except in the middle and the end of map tasks where 
CPU utilization oscillates around 20%. The I/O traces further reveal that network traffic and disk 
I/O accesses are high within the map and reduce phases. In addition, there are short periods with 
low CPU and I/O activities between two MapReduce jobs or different phases. These traces 
indicate that even though CloudBurst is computation intensive, its MapReduce implementation 
involves significant disk and network accesses and warrants energy efficiency optimization.  
Sort: Unlike the above two benchmarks, Sort does not scale well with the number of 
cores. As shown in Figure 5.3(a), while the execution time gradually decreases when more cores 
are used, the maximum speedup is still less than 2. On the other hand, work-induced energy 
gradually increases with the number of concurrent workers. Sort also delivers its best efficiency 
at n = 48. 
System activity traces in Figure 5.3(b)-(c) reveal that disk and network accesses are very 
active during most of the execution period. These heavy I/O activities are responsible for a lower 
CPU utilization than previous two benchmarks. 
The Effects of Processor Frequency While the analysis in the previous section demonstrates 
that resource allocation is an effective approach to improve both performance and efficiency, it 
also points out that there are significant I/O activities within MapReduce applications. Provided 
that DVFS is a practical energy saving technology for non-CPU bound applications, we discuss 
how different DVFS scheduling policies presented in Section 5.2 perform for MapReduce 
applications in this section. 
Figure 5.4 shows the performance, energy, and efficiency when the three DVFS  
 
scheduling policies are applied to the benchmarks running with 56 concurrent workers. The first 
four groups correspond to fixed policy with 4 different frequencies: 2.5 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 1.3 GHz, 
and 0.8 GHz. Adaptive I inserts DVFS control into the benchmark source code. Adaptive II uses 
CPUMiser to schedule the core frequencies. 
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Figure 5.2: The variations of performance and energy with the number of workers for 
CloudBurst. (a) the normalized performance, energy, and efficiency against 8 workers, (b) the I/O 
traces and (c) the power traces and CPU utilization when n=48 and f=2.5GHz. 
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Figure 5.3: The variations of performance and energy with the number workers for Sort. (a) the 
normalized performance, energy, and efficiency against 8 workers, (b) the I/O traces and (c) the 
power traces and CPU utilization when n=48 and f=2.5GHz. 
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Figure 5.4: The effects of various DVFS policies for Matrix Multiplication, Cloudburst and 
Sort. 
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Fixed Policy : Overall, for all three benchmarks, a best efficiency has been observed 
when running the benchmarks at a fixed frequency, though the optimal frequency differs from 
code to code. For Matrix Multiplication, the optimal frequency is 1.8 GHz, at which there is 35% 
work-induced energy saving at the cost of 15% performance degradation, resulting in an 
efficiency number of 1.33. For CloudBurst, 1.8 GHz also results in a best efficiency of 1.18, with 
32% savings of work-induced energy at the cost of 24% performance loss. A more interesting 
result happens for Sort. At 1.3 GHz, it achieves an efficiency number of 1.33 with a 35% work-
induced energy saving and a 4% performance gain. A performance gain from lower processor 
frequency has also been observed for NPB sorting benchmarks IS in our earlier work [30]. We 
believe this is a result of better matching between processor and system bus speeds. However, 
this explanation is not confirmed yet and we are still investigating it. 
While the results of fixed policy are promising, there are two major issues with it. First, it 
requires extensive performance and energy profiling. Second, the performance decrease is usually 
significant except for some rare cases such as the Sort benchmark. 
Adaptive I policy : With sufficient internal information about the workload, we expect 
the adaptive I policy to result in better efficiency improvement. However, the experiments show 
mixed results. For Matrix Multiplication, this policy reduces the work-induced energy by 19% at 
an expense of 17% performance degradation. For CloudBurst, it delivers a similar performance at 
2.5 GHz and reduces the work induced energy by 5%, which is equivalent to 3% total system 
energy saving. For Sort, the resulting performance and energy are similar to those achieved at 1.3 
GHz. 
Adaptive II policy : Unlike the adaptive I policy, CPUMiser is implemented as a system 
software and adapts the processor frequency automatically without requiring code changes or 
performance profiling. Another unique feature of CPUMiser is that its performance control 
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prevents some unacceptable cases such as large energy saving at the cost significant performance 
slowdown. 
The experimental results match our expectations. For Matrix Multiplication, the adaptive 
II policy reduces the work-induced energy by 23% with a 5% performance loss, improving the 
efficiency number by 23%. CPUMiser does not save energy for CloudBurst because lowering 
processor frequency would adversely degrade performance. For Sort, CPUMiser delivers a same 
performance as 2.5GHZ fixed policy with 4% induced energy reduction. 
 Figure 5.5 presents power traces of the three benchmarks with fixed 2.5 GHz and 
Adaptive II policies. The power traces with Adaptive II policy are identical to those at 2.5  
GHz for Matrix Multiplication and CloudBurst, except some shift due to lower processor 
frequency and lower power consumption for idle or non-CPU intensive phases. For Sort, 
CPUMiser schedules processor frequency to lower values to save energy. The traces also reveal 
that as CPUMiser seeks performance oriented energy savings, it works best for current systems 
with large idle power but might not be the best for future energy-proportional computing systems. 
5.4 Summary 
 
 
We apply resource management and three DVFS strategies to determine ways to optimize 
computation intensive applications. We examine three different workloads - one high data and 
computation intensive, one high computation and mid data intensive, and one data intensive but 
nor computation intensive. For each type of job, the best energy efficiency occurred with 48 
workers. However the rate of energy efficiency varied greatly with the best efficiency occurring 
in the high data, high computation workload. 
Although a fixed DVFS policy had best energy efficiency, there were significant 
performance decreases. Similarly, our adpative I policy had good energy efficiency at the expense 
of performance. The adaptive II policy showed good energy performance improvement with 
minimal performance loss for the high computation, mid data intensive application. The adaptive  
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Figure 5.5: The power traces under fixed 2.5GHz and Adaptive II DVFS scheduling policies for 
Matrix Multiplication, Cloudburst and Sort. 
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II policy did not take effect for the high data, high computation workload due to the performance 
safeguard. 
As we analyzed the data, we observed that even when CPU utilization is 100%, idle 
power still dominates total power. Therefore, reducing system idle power is a necessary and 
major approach for energy efficiency in MapReduce. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusion 
 
 
6.1 Summary 
 
 
This thesis details three areas of our investigation of energy efficiency with data intensive 
computing of MapReduce. Our studies include the development of a software tool, eTune, to 
assist in the scientific, fine-grained measurement and profiling of data intensive applications in 
distributed environments. Then, from information collected with eTune, we perform an in-depth 
examination of how the various data movements in MapReduce impact energy performance. 
Finally, we work to identify ways to optimize MapReduce in computation intensive applications. 
Some of the major contributions of this work include: 
 eTune - a software tool for measuring and profiling energy in data intensive applications. 
MapReduce creates some unique challenges for measuring energy performance. There is 
a need for measurement tools that can be easily and inexpensively used in large, 
distributed environments; that can collect fine-grained information related to energy; and 
that are unobtrusive to the applications under study. We have developed eTune, a 
software tool that addresses these needs by providing a multivariate, segmented 
regression model based on data collected through system performance counters and 
application performance data. We have validated the tool with power meters on several 
MapReduce applications. eTune more accurately estimates power than CPU utilization. 
 Detailed energy characteristics of data movements within MapReduce. Data movement 
within MapReduce contributes to poor energy performance. This involves movement of 
data between local disk and the distributed file system and between nodes as data is 
moved from the output of map tasks to the input of reduce tasks. It is important to 
understand how the many aspects of data movement affect MapReduce. We perform an 
in-depth analysis of data movement for the three data movement phases in MapReduce - 
HDFS read, HDFS write, and shuffle. We demonstrate that the various MapReduce 
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activities possess unique and distinct power profiles. Upon stressing each of the data 
movement phases, we found that HDFS read consumed the least power, followed by 
HDFS write and then shuffle. Examination of the power components revealed variation 
across the three phases for CPU and the CPU fan. It also revealed that CPU and active 
memory comprise approximately 75% of the power consumption. The energy 
measurements provide a way to identify the optimal performance and energy for a job. 
 Optimization of energy efficiency in computation intensive MapReduce applicatoins. As 
MapReduce is utilized more in scientific applications, it is important to understand how 
to optimize energy efficiency in computation intensive applications. We study two 
approaches to improve energy efficiency with applications that have different levels of 
data and computation intensity. We provide a metric, energy performance efficiency, to 
assess energy performance. The metric is useful to identify the number of workers to 
optimize energy efficiency. Also, with high CPU utilization in these computation 
intensive applications, we evaluate three DVFS strategies. We find that performance 
constrained DVFS scheduling strategies improve energy efficiency.  
 Dominance of idle power. A few features of energy and power in MapReduce were 
evident throughout our studies. First, we confirmed the findings of several others that 
MapReduce is not an energy efficient framework. In many of our experiments, we 
observed that speedup of MapReduce was much less than ideal. Most important, through 
our fine-grained analysis, we were able to document the idle power in MapReduce jobs. 
We found that base power accounts for 90% or more of total power. 
6.2 Discussion 
 
 
Despite the dominance of base power, there is a clear need to address activity power and 
work induced energy. We provide some measurement tools and methods to evaluate energy 
efficiency for these. Measuring energy at several levels - system, node, and CPU - provides 
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insight for ways to optimize data-intensive applications. More can be done to improve our 
understanding of activity power and work induced energy. Future work might utilize eTune on 
many nodes throughout a cluster to document the variability of power profiles during the 
execution of a single job. Do certain aspects of MapReduce, such as data movement or job 
characteristics, have more stable power profiles across nodes? This leads to a more general 
question. Can we identify ways for managers of data centers or for programmers to use 
MapReduce more efficiently? 
Our use of the Facebook production traces revealed a high degree of diversity and a wide 
range of MapReduce jobs with respect to the size of data read, written, and shuffled. This raises a 
few interesting points. First, MapReduce was designed to process large amounts of data. In this 
synthetic workload, though, a significant portion of the jobs process 1MB of data or smaller. It is 
important to study the energy impact of these small jobs. Our work focused exclusively on the 
slaves. For these small jobs, it may be necessary to include the data and task masters in the 
analysis since a large portion of the work for the job may occur at that level. Second, with a 
mixture of jobs, it is important to use job level configuration settings. Data center managers will 
not obtain energy efficiency with MapReduce by relying on a system-wide setting for blocksize 
or simply using the maximum number of workers available. 
There appear to be two major challenges in working towards energy efficiency in data 
centers. First, it appears that job performance is the primary, and perhaps the sole guide. A second 
challenge is the variability and change in the workload and applications. It is difficult to 
determine parameter settings in such a changing environment. Ideally, easy to use tools that 
classify application characteristics could help. We think the application of the energy efficiency 
equation could identify optimum conditions for energy efficiency. This objective measure would 
provide a quantitative guide for parameters and for performance goals. 
 In several of our experiments, the node power and system energy results fluctuated as the 
parameter increased. Several factors contribute to this variance. First, tasks within MapReduce 
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are independent and are not uniformly distributed. Also, our studies showed that with specific 
resources, there is an ideal workload size and HDFS blocksize. We speculate that blocksize is an 
important and primary factor to determine for MapReduce jobs. So, while MapReduce can 
operate with minimal configuration on a wide variety of platforms, it is prudent to establish the 
optimal blocksize. We found that a large blocksize was most efficient for both HDFS read and 
HDFS write operations with a large workload. Additional research is needed to establish the 
optimal blocksize; whether a single blocksize is ideal for all workloads; and whether the optimal 
blocksize is the same for HDFS read and HDFS write operations. It is likely that the optimal 
blocksize will vary on different platforms, so some tools to easily identify the ideal configuration 
would be beneficial. 
6.3 Conclusion 
 
 
While idle power consumes the majority of power in MapReduce applications, focus on 
activity power is still valuable. Both system designers and data center operators benefit from the 
deeper understanding of energy characteristics in these jobs. The sophisticated tools and general 
power trends identified in these studies can be applied to optimize energy. 
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APPENDIX A EXCERPT FROM MAPREDUCE LOG FILE 
 
 
   2012-11-28 20:01:36,392 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode.clienttrace: src: /10.1.255.254:50010, dest: 
/10.1.255.247:50873, bytes: 1043, op: HDFS READ, cliID: DFSClient attempt 201211281826 0019 m 000119 1, offset: 10752, srvID: 
DS-41921281-10.1.255.254-50010-1351729320491, blockid: blk -2466018376943290026 9840, duration: 729512 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:52,192 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk 1594602514789743968 
9852 src: /10.1.255.254:43642 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:52,344 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk 7510101801503309833 
9857 src: /10.1.255.254:43646 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:52,373 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk -271840664644927180 9857 
src: /10.1.255.254:43645 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:52,790 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk -4979687340524957654 
9861 src: /10.1.255.254:43651 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:52,883 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk -2936618566191555453 
9863 src: /10.1.255.254:43652 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:53,063 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk 3538453300647792441 
9870 src: /10.1.255.254:43654 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:53,237 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk -5822080454651759526 
9872 src: /10.1.255.254:43656 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:53,954 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk 2893539232139696470 
9879 src: /10.1.255.254:43658 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:54,725 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk -5759061036097675437 
9894 src: /10.1.255.254:43662 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:55,043 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk 2067467499973467856 
9898 src: /10.1.255.254:43664 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
   2012-11-28 20:01:57,269 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode.clienttrace: src: /10.1.255.254:43642, dest: 
/10.1.255.254:50010, bytes: 67108864, op: HDFS WRITE, cliID: DFSClient attempt 201211281826 0019 r 000031 0, offset: 0, srvID: 
DS-41921281-10.1.255.254-50010-1351729320491, blockid: blk 1594602514789743968 9852, duration: 4567527500 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:57,269 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: PacketResponder 0 for block blk 
1594602514789743968 9852 terminating 2012-11-28 20:01:57,276 INFO 
 
org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk -7220754479178278721 9918 src: /10.1.255.254:43665 dest: 
/10.1.255.254:50010 
 
   2012-11-28 20:01:57,295 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode.clienttrace: src: /10.1.255.254:43645, dest: 
/10.1.255.254:50010, bytes: 67108864, op: HDFS WRITE, cliID: DFSClient attempt 201211281826 0019 r 000010 0, offset: 0, srvID: 
DS-41921281-10.1.255.254-50010-1351729320491, blockid: blk -271840664644927180 9857, duration: 4906758483 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:57,296 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: PacketResponder 0 for block blk -
271840664644927180 9857 terminating 
 
2012-11-28 20:01:57,333 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode: Receiving block blk -4568061548608895496 
9918 src: /10.1.255.254:43666 dest: /10.1.255.254:50010 
 
 
 
   2012-11-28 20:01:57,458 INFO org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode.clienttrace: src: /10.1.255.254:43646, dest: 
/10.1.255.254:50010, bytes: 67108864, op: HDFS WRITE, cliID: DFSClient attempt 201211281826 0019 r 000024 0, offset: 0, srvID: 
DS-41921281-10.1.255.254-50010-1351729320491, blockid: blk 7510101801503309833 9857, duration: 5105083758 
 
 
 
 
 
 
